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The article analyzes the issues of integration of Ukraine and the EU. The factors influencing the integration processes are analyzed. The requirements for the effective entry of the country into international structures are determined. These requirements are analyzed on the example of Ukraine. Recommendations are given for obtaining the maximum positive effect from integration processes.

In the article the following problems are considered:

– preconditions for Ukraine's integration into the world community are defined;
– proposals for obtaining the greatest economic effect from integration processes.

Equality of economic development can be estimated with the help of the following macroeconomic indicators: GDP per capita, GDP growth rate, its sectoral structure, inflation levels, and unemployment, labor productivity and wages, and the like. They should not have any significant differences. That is why the most effective is the integration of economically developed countries.

To get the most effect from integration, you need:

– Improve the economic situation in Ukraine.
– Raise the amount of wages.
– To resolve the problems of labor migration.
– To bring Ukraine's legislation closer to EU standards.

Macroeconomic indicators that allow to evaluate the effectiveness of globalization processes are given. The problems in the relations between Ukraine and the EU are mentioned, which can worsen in case of integration.

Integration of Ukraine into the EU is a priority area of international relations. The solution of this problem will help the more active social and economic development of Ukraine.